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1. Introduction to

Drawing:
Drawing of things

found in the

environment e.g.
house, chairs, biro,

cars, road, etc.

2. Introduction to
singing.

Staging: The way
in which a play is
produced.
Presentation of
play.

Singing about
flowery plants.
Singing about
things in the

environment in
tonic solfas.

UNIFIED SCHEMES OF WORK FOR PRIMARY SCHOOLS

CULTURAL AND CREATIVE ARTS
PRIMARY THREE

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

By the end of the lesson, pupils
should be able to:

identify the image by name,
state it functions

/importance,
trace and draw the

object/image.

By the end of the lesson, pupils

should be able to:

define the word 'singing',
identify the things that

happens in their

environments,
sing about them, both in

tonic solfas and in text e.

rain, tramc light, stars, sun

etc

By the end of the lesson, pupils

should be able to:

explain what it means to
sbge a play/drama,
state the steps to laying

ground work for a successful
play suging
stage a play and present to
the class.

By the end of the lesson, pupils
should be able to:

identify the different things
in their immediate
environments and their
usefulness,
sing different songs about
flowe lants,

FIRST TERM

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

pupils as a class, mention
the different things they

can see in their
environments.

Pupils in small groups,

enumerates the functions

of drawing and share with

the class.

Pupils as a class, sing a

song about drawing e.g.

"This is the way (l draw my

car 3x), this is the way I

draw my car, drawing with

my pencil".
Individual pupils, draw

what the teacher instructs

them to draw.

Pupils as a class, exercise
their voices in singing the
scales and arpeggios in
different keys.
pupils as a class, sing

songs about stars e.g.
I) 'Twinkle twinkle Little

Staff,
ii 'o onro , sere ninuile,

oorunnran, sere ninuile,

ma wo'nuojo, kiaraa re, ma
baa se iba'

iij) Rain, rain, go away.......

Pupil in small groups,
suggest their songs and

resent to the class.

pupils in small groups,
narrate the scenario of a
play they have watched
"behind the stage" and
share with the class.
Pupils in small groups,
think of a five-minute
playlet, mentioning the
environments, e.g. house,
road, school, etc
Pupils In same small
groups, present their play
to the class on the stage.

Pupils as a class, look
around and mention the
flowery plants and other
things they see e.g.
hibiscus flower, trees, sea
etc.

Whole class, sings different
songs e.g. (I see the moon;
the 

EMBEDDED

SKILLS
Critical thinking

and problem
solving.
Communication

and
collaboration.

Pupil's leadership

and personal

development
Citizenship.
Creativity and
imagination.

Critical thinking
and problem
solving.
Communication
and
collaboration.
Pupil's leadership
and personal
develo ment.
Citizenship.

Creativity and
imagination

Critical thinking
and problem
solving.
Communication
and
collaboration.
Pupil's leadership
and personal
development.

Citizenship.
Creativity and
imagination

Critical thinking
and problem
solving.
Communication
and
collaboration.
Pupil's leadership
and personal

LEARNING

RESOURCES
AUDIO-VISUAL
RESOURCES

Drawing Books.
Pencils, CCA
Textbooks etc.

WEB RESOURCES

https;/Zyvww.ope
nculture.com/20
20/0.3/free-

Qnline-drawing-

AUDIO-VISUAL
RESOURCES

Musical
Instruments like
Piano, keyboard,
drum etc.

Music Text Books

on Sin •n .

Site/ Video Link.

WEB RESOURCES
https://youtu.be/
a44NFSiln54

AUDIO-VISUAL
RESOURCES

Text Books of
Cultural and
Creative Arts.
Pictures and
posters of stage
drama.

WEB RESOURCES
http://www.bbbpr
e.ss.c@m/2016/02/

putting-on-a-
show-10-steps-to-
lay-groundwork-
for-a-successful-

AUDIO-VISUAL
RESOURCES

Tape recorder or

phone that can

record the songs

the children are

singing.
moon sees me develo ment. Musical
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TOPICS
WKS.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

present songs on things that
are in their environments.

CULTURAL CREATIVE ARTS

MID-TERM OPEN DAY
7

Types Flowers. By the end of 8 the lesson, pupils
should be able to:

9.

Drawin of
staff/stave.

The Grand/great
staff.

The Clefs.

10. Use of line.

11.
Study of Lines and
spaces of music
staff/stave.

Mention the names of
different types of flowers,
express their feelings about
flowers' existence around the
environments and their
functions,
recommend the Wpes of
flowers they like to plant in
their environments,
draw the flowers and colour
them beautifully.

B the end ofthe lesson, u ils
should be able to:

relate what a staff is,
compare and contrast
between the staff and the
great stave,

differentiate bebween the
different musical clefs,
draw the clefs and staves.

By the end of the lesson, pupils

should be able to:

Recall the definition of line,
Differentiate between lines,

Draw different types of lines.

By the end of the lesson, pupils
should be able to:

identi the treble and bass

LEARNING ACTIVITIPS

(Twinkle twinkle Little
Star. d: d: s: s / l: l: s;• / f: f:

Iseagben'iseile e wa.
m: s.s: d: r.m / r.r: d.r. r:• /

m.m: d.m: s: s/ d: r: d:- /
d: m.m: m:- / m.d: m.r: m:-
/ d: r.d: m:- / d: m: r.-/ d:

Pupils as a class, discuss
the meaning of flowers.
Whole class recite poems
and sing songs about
flowers e.g. (Jaitanna to o
n tan, labe igioronbo,

etc).
Pupils in small voups,
identify and list names
of different flowers they
see in their immediate
environments and share
with the class e.g.
Hibiscus, tulips, roses,
lilies, daisies, etc
Individual pupil, draw
the flowers, and colour
åern beautifully.

a class
Pu ilsas

brainstorm the meaning
of staff or stave wiå
diagram.

pupils in small groups
identifr the and
describe eaå of them.

Pupils in pairs, identi$'
the differences between
suff and Great staff

Individual pupils, draw

Clefs in their music

manuscripts.

Whole class recalls the

definition ofline.

Pupils in small groups,

discuss the different lines

and their functions and

share with the class.

Individual pupil draw the

lines in their books or

drawing sheets.

Pupils In small groups,

create new acronyms to

memorize the lines and

s aces ofboth treble and

EMBEDDED

Citizenship

Creativity and
imagination

Criucal thinking
and problem
solving

Communication
and

collaboration.

Pupil's

leadership and
personal
development

Citizenship

Creadvity and
imagination.

Critical think

and problem
solving
Communication

and
collaboration.

Pupil's
leadership and
personal

development
Citizenship.
Creativity and
imaginadon.

Critial
thinking and
problem

solving.
Communication

and
collaboration.

Pupil's

leadership and
personal

development.

Citizenship

Creativity and
imagination.

Cntical thinking
and problem

solving.
Communication

RFSOURCFS

Instruments like
drums, Piano,
keyboard.

WEB RESOURCES

https://youtubel

AUDIO-VISUAL

RESORUCES

Diavams of
different nowers
on a chart
Live flower plant.

WEB RESOURCES

de.c@m/amp/5/
1800 flower

s.com/bl@g/flowe

r-facts/flower-
types/amp/
https://v€ww:180
Oflowers.c@m/blo

g/flower-
facts/flqwer-

AUDIO-VISUAL
in

RESOURCES
Music Manuscript.
Pencils, Erasers,
and Rulers,
Textbools etc
Pictures of staff,
Great/Grand Staff.
Video clip of
rudiment and
theory of music

WEB RESOURCES

AUDIO-VISUAL
RESOURCES

Cardboard. papers.
Markers. drawing
books, colours and
pencils.

Video dips of
different lines and
how to draw lines

WEB RESOURCES
https://www.eho

ESQmLabquL65
89568 purpose-

AUDIO-VISUAL
RESOURCES

Text Bools of
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TOPICS

12 REVISION

13 EXAMINATION

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

staves,

recite the first 7 letters of

alphabet used to label the lines

and spaces of treble and bass

staves i.e. A, B, C, D, E, F, G,
create new acronyms to
memorize the lines and spaces

of both treble and bass staves,
draw and label the lines and
spaces of both the treble and
bass staves in their music
manuscripts.

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

bass staves.

Whole class, recite first
seven letters of English
alphabet that are used in
music.

Pupils in small groups,
memorize the letter name
of the lines and spaces of
both treble and bass staves
and share With the class. i
Pupil individually, draw
and label the lines and
spaces of both the treble
and bass st-aves in their
music manuscripts.

EMBEDDED

SKILLS
and

collaboration.

Pupil's leadership
and personal

development

Creatiüty and
imagination-

ANO CREATIVE

RESOLEF-S

Manuscr;pt

penöi, exen
Picture the St-if
on

label.

Tidec clips
acronyn on iiæs
and spaces

Staff

VÆB RESOURCE

s,aha

435edudelighttutors.com


